Application of a Low Cost Instrumentation in Arctic Extreme Conditions
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Abstract: Monitoring the Arctic Ocean ecosystem is important to better understand the impact of climate changes on the environment. Large amounts of data are required to monitor physical and biological parameters necessary to feed climatic forecasting models. However there is still a lack of data in the Global Observing System and the development of flexible and low-cost instrumentation is very helpful. A miniaturized temperature, pressure and fluorescence probe, expressly developed to be easily integrated in different platforms, was preliminary installed on an unmanned marine vehicle during a scientific campaign in the Svalbard Archipelago in the framework of UVASS project.
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1. Introduction

Over the last few decades, polar oceans have exhibited some of the most striking impacts of global climate change, with temperatures and acidities changing at more than twice the global average. [1]. This enters in a complex system of climatic phenomena that led to the drastic decrease of Arctic Sea Ice (about 40% of reduction in the last decade) that is foreseen will bring to a rapid disappearance [2]. The ongoing retreat of Arctic sea ice is exposing increasingly large surface areas of the basin to sunlight and thus promoting increased growth of phytoplankton during summer months [3]. Changes in phytoplankton communities and biomass have been reported by many authors and climate change scenarios are predicted to generate longer-lasting bloom windows [4] [5]. The changes in physical and biological processes observed across the entire region may exert strong feedback on atmospheric and oceanic dynamics at global scales. To this respect, the Svalbard represent a border area between Atlantic and Arctic biogeographic zones, where the glacial input of freshwater and sediments create environmental gradients inducing large changes in community composition [6]. Therefore, Svalbard can serve as an optimal Arctic research environment where it is possible to follow ecological changes, also because of the international polar research base of Ny-Ålesund [7]. Moreover, the Kongsfjorden area is relatively warmer than other Arctic areas and a series of processes, such as glacial melt and freshwater influx, influences phytoplankton biomass and
composition [8]. Though the Arctic ocean is considered a key indicator of climate change it is poorly studied and significant gaps still remain in the Global Ocean Observing System. The region is not well covered by satellites and heavy cloud cover often limits their use. Shifting ice and icebergs make it difficult to deploy sea surface equipment over long periods and restrict access for research vessels [9].

Technological advances in oceanographic measurement capabilities are fundamental to observe and monitor changes in the marine ecosystems, particularly in difficult-to-reach regions, improving operational and forecasting oceanography. The development of flexible, adaptable and low-cost instrumentation plays a key role in marine environmental studies, especially for the monitoring of extreme environments like the polar ones. Low-cost and easily adaptable instruments considerably reduce the costs of oceanographic surveys, improving data coverage to study with detail marine environment [10]. In this framework, a miniaturized and flexible probe was developed to be easily integrated in different type of platforms, enabling the continuous measurement of temperature, pressure, fluorescence of chlorophyll $a$, pitch, roll and acceleration. This work presents the preliminary results of its use within the UVASS (Unmanned Vehicles for Autonomous Sensing and Sampling) research project, in the Svalbard Archipelago.

2. Experiments

An experimental survey was carried out during summer 2017 along Kronebreen and Blomstrandbreen Glaciers, in order to test and assess the capacity of new low-cost and portable technologies to acquire reliable data in an extreme environment. Among the used technologies, a low-cost and user-friendly probe called ArLoC (Arctic Low-Cost probe) (Figure 1) equipped with depth, temperature and fluorescence of chlorophyll $a$ sensors, pitch, roll and acceleration sensors was tested. The instrument was installed onboard of PROTEUS (Portable ROBotic TEchnology for Unmanned Surveys) [11], an autonomous and reconfigurable open frame marine robot which can function like ROV, AUV or UUV. This vehicle is highly modular and allows quick and easy installation and shifting of different payload, so to be reconfigured at every mission according to specific needs. During the survey the vehicle was equipped with the ArLoC and with other probes, as among which the Idronaut 305 plus, in order to compare the low-cost technology performances with ‘state of the art’ sensors and to obtain a series of reliable data.

![Figure 1. ArLoC installed onboard of PROTEUS.](image)

3. Results

In order to assess the performance (and the feature achievement) of the instruments, different transects were performed in the Kongsfjord area (Figure 2a, 2b) and different profiles along the glacier were acquired by ArLoC and, at the same time, by the Idronaut 305 plus probe.
Figure 2. (a) Three different areas were selected within the Kongsfjorden to perform the surveys; (b) the red points represents the transects trajectories performed by PROTEUS vehicle.

Figure 3a shows the temperature trend in a selected transect along the Kronebreen glacier, while Figure 3b the linear regression between temperature data acquired by ArLoC and Idronaut 305 plus. Figure 3b shows a very good correlation between the new technology and the traditional probe with a coefficient $r^2=0.994$, proving the capacity of ArLoC to detect the temperature variations with high accuracy.

![Figure 3a](image1.png)  
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Figure 3. a) Temperature trend acquired by ArLoC during a transect along Kronebreen Glacier; b) linear regression between Idronaut 305 plus and ArLoC temperature sensor.

At the same time the instrument acquired fluorescence of chlorophyll $a$, which was previously calibrated in laboratory with spectrophotometric data.
Figure 4. Chlorophyll a trend acquired by ArLoC during a transect along Kronebreen Glacier.

The chlorophyll a data show the capacity of the fluorometer to detect the variations of biomass in a very detailed way. Water samples were collected during the survey for the analysis of chlorophyll a concentration, but the results are not still available to be compared with the instrument acquisitions and no other fluorometer was installed onboard the PROTEUS. Although further processing and comparison are needed, the preliminary results show a good correlation between chlorophyll a concentrations acquired by ArLoC and the concentrations which can be reached in the area [12], especially in proximity of the glacier.

4. Conclusions

During the Arctic Summer 2017, some experimental surveys took place in the Svalbard region, in order to test the performances of a low-cost technology (ArLoC). This technology was easily installed onboard of an unmanned marine vehicle, PROTEUS (Portable RObotic TEchnology for Unmanned Surveys), allowing to describe the temperature and chlorophyll a trends with a high accuracy. The comparison between data acquired by ArLoC technology and the ‘state of the art’ probe yields strong consistency. The results confirmed the accuracy of the ArLoC temperature sensor when compared with the Idronaut 305 plus and the comparability of chlorophyll a data with the local trends. This low-cost technology and its integration in an unmanned vehicle represents an important progress toward a cost-effective extended monitoring network, in particular in an extreme environment like the Arctic Ocean.
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